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SUMMARY

The integration of voice into a complex interface like that
between a pilot and an aircraft is not trivial. In this paper, we
uy to address some of the factors affecting the use and
integration of voice in human-machine interfaces. We describe general principles for merging different kinds of
human-machineinteraction,and apply them to voiceinteraction in the cockpit.We do this despitepublished opinion that
psychologicalprinciples cannot be applied in the design of
humancomputer interaction (e.g., Landauer, 1991).
The theory of Layered Protocols (LP) is introduced in
context of the more general Perceptual Control Theory of
behaviour (PCT). LP theory providesamodelfor describing
interaction between complex partners based on a layered
srructureof protocols that differ in levels of abstraction.The
proper use of feedback is fundamentalto both LP and PCT.
Voice interaction is useful mainly for the control of tasks
requiring discrete information.Failure of voice recognition
systems is often caused by inappropriate feedback. Providing feedback and forcing correction word by word may
increasethe mental load on a user, often leadingto instability
in the interaction. Such inefficient, and often frustrating,use
of voice interactioncan oftenbe overcomethrough the use of
feedback at higher, more abstract, layers of interaction.
Successfuladoptionof voice interactiondependson allocating the appropriate tasks of communication to the voice
protocol,the dynamicmodeling of the partner,and the use of
higher level protocols to help control potential instability.
INTRODUCTION

Many people think that the problem of getting our machines
to do what we want would be greatly eased if we could talk
to them. Experimentalaircraft such as a BAC-111airlinerin
the UK and the Mirage IIIB fighter in France have been
provided with voice YO for this reason. But not all attempts
to use voice have been as effectiveas their proponentshoped.
Theblame for failureof voice U 0 is often placed on the error
rates of word recognition, but other factors may actually be
more important.For example, in an effort to allow the talker
to correctrecognitionerrors, the designermay place a visual
display of the recognized speech somewherethe talker can
see it. But if there are only a few errors the talker may well
miss them on the display. In addition, the display may both
distract the talker from other visual tasks and take up valuable space in the cockpit. Such a visual read-back of the
words recognized may be more harmful than helpful to the
use of voice in the cockpit. But under somecircumstances,it
could be exactly what is needed.

A general approach to communication

The theory on which we base our analysis is known as the
Theory of Layered Protocols (LP;Taylor, 1987, 1988a,
1988b, 1989). LP is a general theory of communication,
compatible with an approach to psychology known as Perceptual ControlTheory (PCT;Powers, 1973),and is readily
described in its terms. PCT is well suited to the description
and analysisof interactionswith inanimateobjects, whereas
LP emphasizes the mutuality of interaction between “intelligent” partners, and can be seen as a specialized form of
PCT.
The theory of Layered Protocols (LP) is based on a long
tradition in psychology that peopleperceive,remember,and
act at a number of levels of abstraction, the lower levels
supporting the higher. LP theory, like PCT, is based on the
properties of a hierarchy of control systems, but focuses on
controlloops that incorporatea partner with some independence of perception and of action.
LP theory is the focus of this paper, but before discussing it
in any depth, we present a brief introduction to PCT, to help
lay the groundwork.
Perceptual control theory

According to PCT, all behavior is directed to the control of
perceptions at a variety of levels of abstraction simultaneously. A perception might be the tension in a muscle involved in the turning of a steering wheel that allows a driver
to perceive the car as staying on the road during a trip for
money for the purchase of food that allows the driver’sbody
chemistry to stay within survivablebounds.
In the PCT view, all living things consist of a hierarchy of
control systemsthat maintain their perceptsat desired levels
by means of actionsthey perform on the outer world. In very
simple organisms such as bacteria, there may be only one
level in the hierarchy, and only one possible action (e.g.
“wiggle”), but this suffices to move the bacterium from
noxiousenvironmentsinto suitableonesmore often than not.
In more complexorganisms,there are more levelsof control.
Actions are, like the perceptions they control, organized at
different levels of abstraction. The driver is “doing” many
different things at once: following a life plan, performing a
job, getting wages, driving, following a bend in the road,
turning the steering wheel, and tensing certain muscles,
among other behaviors (Vallacher & Wegner, 1987). A
feedback loop controls each perception of the situation, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. An elementary control system compares its
perceptual input with a desired (reference) percept, and
outputs the difference as an error signal that causes effects
to happen in the world. These effects modify the perceptual
signal in the direction of the desired percept.

An elementary control system (ECS), such as shown in
Figure 1, is a unit of a control hierarchy. An ECS has a
percept that is derived by some function from the sensory
input from avariety of sources,including lower-levelECSs;
it has areferencesignalderivedfrom amultiplicity of signals
from higher-level ECSs, and it has a error signal that is the
differencebetween its referenceand its percep Someamplifying operation converts the error signal into a set of referencesignalsforlowerorderECSs,or,atthelowestlevel,into

action signals for effectors (muscles),as shown in Figure 2.
The amplified error signal, usually caused by unpredicted
events in the environment, leads to behavior that alters the
perceived state in, the protagonist hopes, the desired direction.
ECSs are connected in a hierarchy in which the perceptual
signals of low-levelcontrol systems combine to provide the
sensory inputs to higher level ones. The connectionsamong
the perceptual elements in the hierarchy could be seen as a
multi-layer neural network. Such a hierarchy could develop
perceptualfunctionsofarbitrary complexity(e.g.,Lippmann,
1987).
In the same way that the perceptualfunctionof a lower-level
ECS provides one of the inputs to the perceptual funtion of
a higher one, so do the action outputs of high level ECSs
combinetoprovidethe referencesignalsfor low-levelECSs.
Figure 3 shows a sketch of such a hierarchy, in which the
lowest ECSs affect and sense the world of perceptiblethings
directly. These "perceptible things" include the aircraft being flown, as well as communicativepartners.
In a "classical" PCT hierarchy, the signals (percept, reference, and error) are all scalar. If, however, one looks at a set
of ECSs at the same hierarchic level acting in parallel, the
effect is almost the same as if there were one ECS with a
vector percept, reference, and error. More complex smctures for the signals can also be considered, so that we can
talkabout the controlof perceptions of arbitrarycomplexity.
In the hierarchiccontrol system depicted in Figure 3, each of
the control systems at any level of the hierarchy attempts to
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Figure2.An Elementary ControlSystem is normallyconnected
to other control systems at both higher and lower levels,
permittingthe control of arbitrarilycomplex percepts.
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Figure 3. A generic view of hierarchic perceptual control
structures by which the human uses behavior to control
perceptions. Higher levelcontrol systems receiveperceptual
inputs based on lower-levelperceptualpatterns, and provide
outputs correspondingto the differences between what they
perceive andtheir reference percepts. These outputs represent
references, or goals, for lower level control systems, the
lowest of which control the effectors that act on the world,
changingthe perceptsexperiencedby all the controlsystems.
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act so that its percept agrees with its reference percept. The
higher level control systems do this by adjusting the reference signals sent to lower level systems. The lower level
controlsystemshave very concretepercepts(and references,
therefore) that depend directly on the signals impinging on
the sensor organs. At higher levels, the percepts represent
more abstractstructures,not directlyobservableby the sense
organs.
One can see a structured control system as a goal-seeking
device. It works toward ever changing goals defined by its
structured reference signals. For example, the reference
percept for a pilot may be the perception of a safe landing at
the destination ahport. The achievement of that goal involves setting several other reference percepts for lowerlevel ECSs, such as the perception of passing a given sequence of waypoints, the perception of flying at a particular
altitude, and so forrh.

There is a critical difference between using a tool and
communicating with an intelligent partner. The tool has no
goalsof its own-no reference states that it uses to setdesired
percepts that might conflict with those desired by the protagonist. The tool is neither cooperative nor antagonistic,
whereas a human communicativepartner may be either, but
is unlikely to be passively neutral in respect of the communication. The tool is reactive, whereas the person may be
proactive. An “intelligent” machine falls somewhere between, in that it can be controlling sensory inputs to accord
with references rhat are set independently of, and may be
unknown to, the human user. A computer-controlledaircraft
that has flight envelope limits built into its program may
“deliberately” thwart the,intentionsof a pilot to perform
some manoeuvre. Such a machine is the kind of partner that
we consider in this paper.

Background to Layered Protocol theory
Communication

In the framework of either Perceptual Control Theory or
Layered Protocol theory there is no structural difference
between controlling an inanimate tool and communicating
with an intelligent partner. A communicativepartner is part
of the perceptible outer world that is affected by behavior.
But unlike a tool, an “intelligent”communicativepartner has
its, his, or her own control systemsthat perceiveand act. We
give the name “virtual messages” to communications between the high-level structures of the protagonist and comesponding ones of the partner.
We takecommunicationto cover a wide range of interaction,
from simple use of a tool at one pole of a continuum, to
complex discussions such as philosophical argument at the
other. We describeboth sorts of interactionin the same way,
using the same principles, but with great differences in the
quantitative aspects of the interaction structure.
Whether the partner is amachineor aperson,the protagonist
performs some action that affects the partner’s behavior in
some detectable manner, as shown in Figure 4. A pilot may
pull back on the stick, and the partner (the plane) begins to
climb; or a philosopher may present an argument to which
the partner respondswith acounter-argument.In eithercase,
the fundamentalconstruct is a feedbackloop. If the climb is
too steep or not steep enough, the pilot changesthe angle of
thestick;the philosopherchangessomepartof the argument,
augmenting, explaining, correcting in a way calculated to
bring the partner to agreement.In either case, the protagonist
behaves in such a way as to perceive a desired situation.
Using a different terminology,the protagonisthas a perceptual goal thatmay be achievedthrough behavior.The success
of the behavior in bringing the goal closer is monitored, and
the behavior altered accordingly. If the achievementof the
goal involves communicating with a partner, there is a
communicativegoal, which may be achieved through either
dialogue or non-dialogue methods, depending on the protagonist’s model of the partner and on other circumstances,
such as whether the protagonist wants the partner to realize
that the communicationis happening, or whether the partner
is even capable of engaging in dialogue.

The principles we will be describingare part of the Layered
Protocols (LP)theory of communication between “intelligent” entities. In this context, “intelligent”impliesnot cleverness so much as a degree of independence between the
entities in three respects:
independence of design,
independence of sensing mechanism, and
independence of action.
Independence of design means that neither partner can be
sure precisely how the other will interpret any specific
communication.Independenceof sensingmechanism means
that neither partner can know exactly what information the
other has available. Independence of action means that
neitherpartnercan know at any momentall of what the other
is doing. Independenceof action lies at the heart of the link
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between “intelligence”and independence, because it is the
ability of an entity to perform actions that bear a useful
relation to its circumstances that normally leads one to
classify it as “intelligent.”
Communicatimsbetweenapilotand an aircraftlargely fulfil
the three independencecriteria, and will increasinglydo so
as computerizationof aircraftproceeds. The aircraftand the
pilot clearly were not designed together; the aircraft has
many sensingsystemsnotdirectlyaccessibleto the pilot, and
vice-versa; and the aircraft can perform actions, such as
manipulating information,that are not known in detail to the
pilot. As a trivial example, when the aircraft is on autopilot,
the pilot may not even be aware of some of the flight events
it performs.
The independencecriteriameanthat neither communicating
partner can be aware of the exact effect of any particular
communication.Under these circumstancesno message can
be e n d e d with sufficient redundancy to guarantee errorfree reception, in contrast to the classical situation in which
the only communicativedifficulty is noise in the communication channel and reception delay associated with errorcorrectioncoding. With independence,the receiving partner
must provide the transmitter with feedback that helps each
partner to believe that the intended message was the one
received, and to correct the situation if it was not.
When feedback enters the situation, questions of stability
arise. If the feedback is delayed,has too strong an influence
on the forward channel, or changes too rapidly, the whole
connection may be dominated by instability in the feedback
loop, to the exclusion of the informationthat is supposed to
be transmitted. The stability criteria for feedback systems
would oppose those for rapid and effective information
transmission,if a singleerror-comtingfeedbackloopwere
used (Taylor, 1989). But the effectsof the oppositioncan be
reduced by dividingthe work among a hierarchy of feedback
systems,each of which occur over successivelylonger time
scales. In voice, for example, corrections can be made at the
level of word (“what word was that?’), proposition (“You
mean alter the map display?”), or higher-level constructs
(“You mean to suggest that we will have very little fuel
reserve?”).
Before considering the Layered Protocol theory in more
detail,let us discusssome considerationsrelating to the voice
channel through which much human-human(and very little
human-machine) communication is passed.

Voice in aircrafr
What kind of material is suited for voice input? In human
communication, voice is used to communicate subtle relationships among a wide range of concepts, a range much
wider than can be accommodatedby gesture or by any other
meansof communication,exceptpossiblegesturallanguage
such as American Sign Language. Only writing offers a
comparablerange of possibilities for communication,and it
is restricted by its inability to convey nuances of affect.
In communicating with a machine, voice cannot be used in
its “natural” function, for two reasons. Firstly, current and

projected recognizers have neither the range of vocabulary
nor the ability to deal with intonational modulation demanded by normal conversation; secondly, the machines
with which we might wish to communicate do not have the
intelligenceto interpretthekindof subtletiesthathumansare
accustomed to conveying by voice. In dealing with machines, humans must use voice in an unnatural way, restricting the vocabulary and relying on words by themselves to
convey the intent of the communication. Indeed, voice
recognition by machine has ordinarily been taken to be a
problem in word recognition, and only occasionally until
recently has there been any significant interest in speech
understanding (e.g. Klatt, 1977).Why, then, should anyone
want to use voice in interacting with machines?
Flying an aircraftis fundamentallyaquestionof making it go
where the pilot wants it to go, and perhaps to perform other
manoeuvres while it is doing so. From moment to moment,
going where the pilot wants is a problem in continuous
control, but on a longer time scale the problem is discretethe plane should arrive at this airport or that, maintain this
altitude or that, pass through this waypoint or that. Voice is
adequate for communicating discrete information, but not
for continuous control. It follows, then, that the tasks for
which voice should be used are not those in which the pilot
needs continuouscontrol. It also follows that the tasks that
use voice must be integrated with those under continuous
pilot control,and in an “intelligent”futureaircraftwith tasks
controlledby largely autonomoussubsystems.
Voice is not the only means by which the pilot can communicate discrete symbolic information to the aircraft. Voice
must compete with pushbuttons, keyboards both soft and
hard, and even possibly with voice communication to other
humans. If there are few choices and very clean error-free
communication is required, a pushbutton may be more
appropriatethan voice, provided that the pilot has a hand free
to push it, and perhaps eyes free to see it pushed correctly.
One may not want to use voice when the timing of an event
is crucial. Fingers are much better than voice for exactly
timed events. It may be appropriate to arm a weapon by
voice, but not to activate it. An error in arming can be
retracted,but a gun cannotbe unshot, or a bomb undropped.
A weapon used at a time 200 msec from optimum might as
well not have been used. Even in far future aircraft with
excellent voice recognition capacities, it is unlikely that
spatially discrete buttons and switches will be totally superseded by voice.
What, then, is voice good for? Primarily for strategicinformation, communication that is not time-critical, the control
of other interactionsand displays,and in generalthose things
that involve selectionamong many discretepossibilitiesthat
can combine in different ways and in which errors are
recoverable. Voice is particularly useful when the hands and
eyes are otherwiseoccupied, and this is the main reason for
wanting voice in the cockpit at all.
Voice recognition equipmenthas its limitations, especially
in complex, rapidly changing situationssuch as are encountered in an aircraft cockpit. Natural human voice communication is less syntactically constrained than is written text,
but recognizers for continuous speech usually demand ad-
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herence to a fairlyrigid syntaxas the price of recognizing an
adequate vocabulary. In stressful situations, people may
forget to use the correct highly constrained syntax. On the
other hand, it has been reported that in emergencyconditions
when the pilot has a chance of landing safely, the language
may revert to the correct form, perhaps because it takes less
cognitive resources to use the highly trained forms than to
invent new dialogue. Even in conditions of relatively low
stress, such as normal air d f i c control (ATC) interactions,
pilots and controllersoften go well beyond the bounds of the
prescribed syntax, and this has presented significant problems to researchersattemptingto use voice recognition as a
component in training systems for ATC (F. N&l, Personal
Communication,April 1990).
Speechrecognizerstend to have troubleduring conditionsof
stress, although the few existing studies of stressed voice
show no consistent trends in the parameters of speech (C.
Weintstein, Personal Communication, April 1992). It is
probable that the stressed voice is more variable than the
unstressed voice, and this causes recognition errors. But it is
particularly in stressful conditions that the accuracy of the
recognizer is most important.
People tend to stop talking while they deal with immediate
control problems, so it is likely that voice is best used for
tasks that can be postponed until immediate stresses have
passed, or that involvepreparation for later periodsof stress.
This will not necessarily be true if the use of voice is part of
the trainedbehaviour to deal with the stress condition,but it
otherwiseimposes some restrictionson the machine side of
the interface, because synchronization between voice and
other controls may not be reliable.
Voice in the cockpit faces a hurdle not placed in the path of
traditional means of communication between the pilot and
his aircraft. Voice is psychologically required to be errorfree, whereaskeyboard entry for the same task is not. Why?
Could it be that error detectionand recovery is thought to be
easierand quicker for keyboardentry than for voice?In fact,
voice entry for numbers may well be more accurate than
through a keyboard, even under office conditions in which
keyboard entry is easy. Or is it that the pilot knows that the
keyboard will accuratelyreport the charactercomsponding
to the pressed key, whether the key be right or wrong,
whereas the voice recognizer will sometimes report the
wrong word even when the pilot speaks the correct one? In
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military action, operators (pilots) must have confidence in
their abilities and their equipment,whether or not either be
warranted.
STRUCTURE OF A MULTIMODAL INTERFACE

To see where voice fits into ahyered Protocol structure,we
must first deal with the general questionof how the theory of
Layered Protocols can be used to describe a complex interaction between “intelligent” partners. The principles are
quitegeneral.To apply them to specificsituations,the details
must be filled in, but the structure remains the same. The
Layered Protocol structure we describe here is somewhat
evolved from that presented by Taylor (1988%b; 1989),but
most of what was described there is still valid.
Support structure

ALayered Protocol interfacehas two importantaspects: the
protocols, and the layered support structures that link the
protocols. Let us first briefly consider the supportstructure,
before we deal in more detail with thenature of protocols.For
now, assume that a protocol is a means whereby a chunk of
information to be communicated is transformed into some
lessabstractform by the transmittingpartner,and interpreted
by the receiving p m e r , possibly after much feedback and
correction,into a similarly abstract (though possibly different) form, as shown in Figure 5. The “chunk” might be the
informationwhosetransmissionconstitutesthe originalcommunicativegoal of the transmitter, or it might be the result of
a transformation performed by a higher-level protocol, as
showninFigure6.Ineithercase,theresultof thetransformation performed by the protocol is a “virtual message’’ that
passes between the two parties. Only when the successive
transformationshave arrivedat physical phenomena such as
sound waves or photon streamscan the messages be termed
“real.”
Virtual messages are realized by means of actions that may
take differentforms under differentcircumstances;the same
message may be transmitted by voice on one occasion, by
gesture on another, and on a third by a combination of the
two. It doesnot matter which mode is used, provided that the
result satisfiestheprotagonist’srequirementto perceivethat
the virtual message was received. It is the beliefsor percepts
of the originator, not the recipient, that determine the need
for, the means of, and the success of, the communication.
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Figure6.The informationthat istransmittedbyaprotocolmay
be the virtual message of a higher level protocol. The lowerlevel, less abstract, protocol is saidtosupportthe higher-level
one. Feedbackconnectionsare important at both levels, but
are not shown in this figure.
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Those beliefs are most strongly affected by feedback from
the recipient, and it is the highest level of feedback that
matters most If high-level control systems are satisfied,
lower-level ones need not do anything. But higher-level
systems are more likely to be satisfied if lower-level ones
perform properly.
Sometimes information is more easily transmitted in one
form, say verbal, and sometimesin another,say pictorial.Or
perhaps part of a higher-level message may be transformed
into words, and another part into pictures, as happens, for
example,with labelson amap. In this situation,two protocols
supportthe transmission of a singlechunk of information,as
in Figure 7. Such an arrangementis.knownas “diviplexing.”
The converse, multiplexing, also is common; one lower
protocol supportstwo higher ones simultaneously.Multiple
windows on a computerscreen provide a well-knownexample. The screen is a single visual display channel,but different processes communicatewith the user through it, distinguishing their outputs by locating them within different
windows on the screen surface.
The whole structure of support within the network is an
acyclic graph, in which converging and divergingrhreadsof
support allow multiple kinds of high-level messages to be
communicated through a variety of physical media. Virtual
messages are transformed and transformed again, into ever
less abstract forms, before being physically transmitted to
the partner, where they are reassembled and interpreted.
An important issue is how the partner can determine the
interrelations of the partial messages being transmitted by
the variousdifferentmeans.Wbatsignalshow twodiviplexed
messages ought to be recombined, or in a multiplexed
message how the components with different destinations
should be identified? The necessary information must be in
one of two places: in the message forms, or in specific prior
knowledge of the receiving partner. If it is in the message
form, then it is part of the protocol for that type of message,
as,for example, in the protocol that whateverappearswithin
the frame of one window on the screen must belong to a
single task.
Protocol Structure

A protocol has a simplejob to take as a goal the transfer of
some chunk of informationfrom one partner to the other by
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Figure 7. It is possible for a higher-level protocol to be
supported by more than one lower-level protocol. This
arrangement is called “diviplexing.” At the higher level,
information may be transmitted in the form of a map, for
example, which at a lower level is transmitted partly in
pictorial and partly in verbal form. Feedbackconnectionsare
omitted for clarity in this figure.

transformingit into some less abstractform that the protocol
is able to transmit. The protocol is executed by a pair of
“protocol nodes,” a transmitting node in the originating
parmer, and a receiving node in the recipient partner. The
protocol may, but need not, take advantage of situationspecific information such as information about the partner,
the task, the local state of the world, the recent and planned
dialogue,and so forth. In its simplest form, the protocol may
simply translate the originator’s intent to pass a character,
say, into the depression of a key on a keyboard, which is
directly interpretedby the recipient (computer)as the transmission of the character. Similarsimplicitywould attend the
transmission of a spoken word through a very reliable
recognizer that gave no feedback (if such a thing were to
exist); the user would speak the word (translating it into a
pattern of acoustic waves), and the recognizerwould reconvert it into a computerrepresentationof the same word with
no further ado.
Such error-freetransmission is rare, and perhaps impossible
even between partners that lack the three independences
( E h . 1953).Peopledomistype,hitting the wrong key even
though they know which one they intend to strike; speech
recognizersdo make errors, even though the user speaks the
correct word clearly. In either case, if the errors are not
detected and corrected, higher-level protocols must be designed to accept the erroneous keystroke or word, and to
perform acceptably in spite of the error. The options, then,
are to correct errors before they are taken as truth by higherlevel protocols, or to accept that errors will be made, and to
ensure that the higher-levelprotocols are flexible enough to
handle them.
Peopledo not normally speak with the expectationthat their
partner will query each dubious word. They expect that the
partner will uy to make senseof what they are saying,despite
the fact that many words are slurred, shortened, or even
omitted.Think of the typical American pronunciationof the
word “President,” as in “Pres’n Bush.” The word “and“
usually is pronounced as “n” if it is not acoustically omitted
entirely. Such “tlaws”atthe word levelcauseno difficulty to
a fluent English speakerlistening to them, though they may
well make it impossible for a less fluent listener to understand the speech at all. The internal redundancies in the
structure of the sentences allow the missing or deficient
words to be reconstitutedwith almost total accuracy.Listeners rarely are even aware that the reconstruction has occurred, unless they listen very critically. Word-by-word
feedback of what the recognizerhas recognized is therefore
notlikely tobe partofagoodsetofprotocolsfordealingwith
voice input, unless the recognizerperformanceis very poor.
A second conclusion about these simple protocols without
feedback, implicit in the foregoing discussion, is that the
results are almostnever used directly,but are part of a larger
message. It is true that in a simple tool-using protocol the
push of a button is the signal for something to happen, often
independentlyof any prior toolmanipulation,but even there,
the effective action is often part of a larger sequence. Feedbackcanbeomittedifandonly if(a)themessageiswith high
probability going to be properly interpreted, and (b) the
message will be incorporated into a higher-level message
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that doeshave feedback,or will be used in an observableand
correctable way to affect the outer world.
What is the point of feedback?To understand this, we must
go further into the whole process of action and communication.

Feedback
A protocol node has functionsquite analogousto those of an
ECS, as shown in Figure 8. The protocolnode in the originator has a goal that the recipient’sreceivingnode should have
somechunkof infonnation,andareferencebeliefabout what
information the partner has;it performs an action in the form
of a virtual message intended to affect the partner’s belief in
the desired direction, and acquires feedback that allows it to
modify its beliefs and perhaps alter the way it presents the
virtual message. Parallel relationbshipshold for the receiving node.
The key to the action of the transmittingprotocol node is in
the relation between the Model on the one hand and the Coder
and Decoder on the other. The Model is the analogue to the
comparatorof the ECS. It compares the chunk of information tobe sentwith that believed tobeknown to the recipient.
How complex is the comparison that leads to the output
message? At very low levels, the Model is vestigial, and the
Coder and Decoder do all the work. By design, a low level
protocol node always assumesthat the partner does not have
the information,so the virtual message carries it. For example; if a keyboard command requires the letter “p,” the user
presses the “p” key. All of the behavior of such a low-level
protocol node is determinedby the Coder (or, in a receiving
node, by the Decoder).
In contrast, at very high levels, almost all the work is done in
the Model, and the Coder and Decoder are relatively simple.
At these levels, the partner probably alreadyknows much of
the informationthat the originator wishes to get across,or at
least has analogousinformation that can be used to assist in
the encoding process.

The question of what the partner bows or ought to know is
crucial in determining the need for feedback. From the
viewpointof the recipient,if the originatorprobably believes
that the message has been successfullyreceived, there is no
need to provide feedback.On the other hand, if the recipient
believes that originator quite probably is uncertain what
message was received, then informative feedback is required. As Pask (e.g. Pask, 1980) points out, informative
feedback should normally not be a mere echo of the overt
content of the message.Rather, it shouldbe somereinterpretation of the message in a different form that the originator
can recognize as having the same intention.
For voice, the worst feedbackpmbablyisavocalecho,which
is subject to a set of error probabilities very like those that
appliedto theoriginal vocalmessage,so that the speakermay
well misinterpret the echo of a wrong recognition as being
correct. What kind of feedback is best for voice will depend
on the situation and the probability of error in the voice
recognition equipment. It might even be a vocal paraphrase

of the spoken material, but is more likely to be an entirely
different kind of presentation.
As an exampleof appropriate feedback, consider the use of
voice to controlamapdisplayof variablescalethat showsthe
region centred on the aircraft, such as in the experimental.
BAC-111 flown by RAE Bedford. In this aircraft, the pilot
can issueacommandsomethinglike “Maprange fifty miles”
tosettherangeoftheouterringofthemap.Theexperimental
recognition system incorporatesa visual display that shows
the words recognized,but this display is ordinarilyusedonly
by pilots for whom recognitionperformanceis bad (Moderator’s comment in Taylor, 1987). A pilot for whom recognition is normally good discovers whether a particular recognition was correct through the action of the map display,
which may change to the wrong range, if, for example,
“ffity” is mistaken for “fifteen.” In such a case, the pilot
merely corrects the effect of the message by using a new
command, perhaps repeating the original. The error would
not be repeated if the system were designed to make the
pragmatic assumption that a “map range” command is intended to change the range.
The primary reason for introducingvoice into the cockpit is
supposedto be to reducethe load on the pilot’s resources,not
to give him more capability. After all, there is very little that
voice can do that cannotbe done tactually. However,keying
a number can distract the pilot from flying the aircraftmore
than does saying the number. In low-levelflight, it is important that the pilot fly accurately, and voice is therefore a
desirablemeans of enteringnumbers, provided the numbers
are usually recognized correctly. But if the pilot is not
assured that the number will be assigned to the proper
function, the use of voice to enter it will not be very helpful.
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Figure8. Analogy betweenan elementarycontrolsystemand
a protocol node. In the control system, incoming perceptual
data are evaluated and compared with some reference that
represents the desired percept. The difference between the
tworesults in somevirtualactionsthat are actuallyperformed
by lower-level control systems. In the protocol node, the
informationthat the partner should have is compared with a
model of what the partner does have, the diff erence resulting
in a virtual message implemented by lower supporting
protocols. The model is affected by the resulting feedback,
which may result in further virtual messages.
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An error in the command funtion is likely to be more serious
and hard to correct than an error in a numeric parameter,
because it may be hard to detect, and may cause unwanted
actions to occur. It would be unlikely to be corrected by the
pilot without a substantial period of confusion, annoyance,
and expenditure of mental resources. Accordingly, there
might be a need for feedback, if there is a significant
probability that the command itself might be misrecognized
or misunderstood. Alternatively, the command might be
entered tactually, with voice to provide the argument to the
command.
Misrecognition is not the same as misunderstanding. It is
possible to understand a message at a high level while at a
lower level misrecognizing some of its words.

There are two ways in which the structure of a high-level
message can be used to increase the probability of its being
correctly understood: the probabilities for different lowlevel structures such as words may be changed according to
higher-level expectations so that they ax^ likely to be correctly recognized,ormisrecognizedwords that do not fit into
the high-level structure can be changed for confusable ones
that do fit.
The structure of a high-level message involves everything
that thehigher-levelp r o w l can use, including the situational
context.Forexample,ataparticularstageinaflight, thepilot
may normally switch the map display to the more local
environment When a flight reaches this stage, the probabilities for the appropriatecommand may be changed within the
recognizer itself, or, if therecognizerproducesanonsensical
word string that might easily have been derived from a
sensibleone that performs the expected command, the revision might be understood to have been spoken, as suggested
in Figure 9. Typically, in such a situation, the higher-level
protocol would determine that the message was ambiguous
or problematic, and would ask for a check of its putative
wants me map *lay

to change range Male

\

Noise and distatlw

Figure9. One way that correct understandingcan come from
misrecognition. The mission state normallycallsforachange
in the map display. The pilot speaks a command for one, but
because of noise and distortion, the recognizer provides a
string that would cause an illegal operation on the radio.
Because there is a known possibilityofthis Lnd of recognition,
plus a much higherprobabilityforthemapcommandthanfor
the illegal radio command, the high-levelprotocol interprets
the commandas the one that was really intended. Naturally,
this interpretationcouldbe checkedbyfurther feedback,such
as “Did you mean map display?”

understanding,or foracorrection. This feedbackmight well
be vocal.
In order to discuss the possibilitiesfor feedback,adigression
is needed on the General Protocol Grammar (GPG) that we
believe underlies all dialogue. Once the GPG is understood,
issues of how to choose appropriate feedback may become
clearer.
The General Protocol Grammar

Many authors argue that the idea of a grammar for dialogue
is absurd, and that there cannot be such a thing, because
dialogueis so varied indifferentsituations(e.g.Good, 1989).
We agree, but we argue that there can nevertheless be a
grammar that describes the interactionswithin a protocol. In
fact, we argue that every protocol incorporates such a grammar, and that it is the same grammar for every protocol. For
this reason, we call it the General Protocol Grammar (GPG).
We will describe the GPG in two stages. First, we treat it as
a standard node-and-arc state transition grammar, as shown
in Figure 10,but only for expository convenienceand mnemonic assistance. A state transition grammar works under
the assumption that a state is occupied until a discrete
transition to a new state is made, and then that new state is
occupied. In dialogue, what matters is information transmission, which does not happen instantaneously.
In the more exact approach to the GPG, the focus is on the
effect of information transmission on various belief states.
Changes in these belief states correspond to state transitions
in the node-and-arc grammar.
The term “belief” should be taken broadly. Of course, the
aircrafthas no beliefs, and makes no overt deductions. Itjust
behaves. The aircraftdesigner has built the contingenciesin,
and the aircraft has no possibility of changing them. In the
Layered Protocol theory, this kind of “built-in”behavior is a
property of the Coders and Decoders, whereas beliefs and
deductions are among the propedes of the Models. An
outside observer, however, can rarely tell the difference. All
the same, it seems reasonable to work as if the lower
protocols tend more to “justbehave,” while the higher ones
are more susceptible to analytic modelling that justifies the
terms “believe” and “deduce.” In both cases, we can use the
same symbolism for the analysis.

GPG as a state transition network
A message is initiated within a protocol when the originator
(0)has a chunk of information that the recipient (R) should
have. The chunk may be a part of a higher-level message
supported by this protocol, or it may result from some task
goal on the part of 0. In either case, we call it the “primal
message” that the protocol is being asked to transmit It is the
job of the transmitting protocol node to determine how to
transmitit,giventhebeliefsithasaboutthecurrent situation,
the history of the dialogue, the recipient’s beliefs, and so
forth.
At one extreme,0 (meaning0’s transmittingprotocol node)
may believe that R (the corresponding receiving protocol
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node) already has the information, and
will therefore transmit nothing. For example, if the goal is that the plane should
fly straight and level, and it already
appears to be doing so, then the “joystick protocol” should do nothing.
At the other extreme, 0 may believe R
toknownoneof themessage.Thismight
be the situation associated with the enuy of a flight plan into a mission database. All the informationmight have to
be installedexplicitly. As an intermediate case, the mission plan might be of a
kind partly
to
aircraft, with

contlnulng problem

Figure 10. A sketch of the General Protocol Grammar, showing the major arcs.

onlYsomeelementstobeexPlicitlYaans-Circles represent stages at which the originator of the primary message must do
mitted*such as waYPOints Or regions Of something, squares stagesat whichthe recipient of the primary must dosomething.
potential threat such as S A M sites.
In the initial state of the grammar, 0 has some belief about
what information actually needs to be transmitted,but how
it is to be transmittedmay be a matter for choice, especially
at higher protocol levels. Perhaps 0 attempts to encode the
whole message and transmits the encoding all at once;
perhaps 0 transmits only enough that R is alerted to the fact
that amessage is being sent. In either case, what is sent is the
“ptimary“in Figure 10,and on receivingit Rmust determine
whether it could represent the entire primal message. If it
could, then Rprovideswhatever feedbackis necessary to get
0 to move to the node marked “Is it what I want.” If not, R
providesfeedback that indicates to 0 that there is a problem.
Considerjust these two possibilities in the case in which R s
part of the dialogue is taken by an isolated word speech
recognizer running with a wide open syntax. 0 speaks a
word, and R, the recognizer, producesboth a best candidate
recognitionanda“goodness”measure.If the recognitionhas
a high goodness measure, then R should ‘’want’’ 0 to move
to the “Is it what I want” node at which 0 might accept the
recognition as correct. Otherwise, R would want 0 to move
to the “Problem” node at which 0 could solve the problem.
Clearly, these two situations demand distinct feedback so
that 0 can determine which possibility R intends. But most
recognizers that provide word-by-word feedback do not
indicate any difference between high-probability and lowprobability recognitions. 0 can find the problematic ones
only by monitoring each word fed back. If the errors are few,
as they oftenare for good recognizers,0is likelynot to detect
them. But almost certainly, errors will be more probable for
the recognitions given a low goodness measure by the
recognizer than for those given a high goodness measure.
There may be occasional errors even in the recognitions
“believed” by the recognizer to be good, but it will be hard
forthe user to detect them among all the good ones. They are
probably best passed through to a higher protocol for detection and correction.

This analysis suggests the reason for a practice that is
commonlyfound useful: to feed back only those words with
a low goodness measure, and to accept the rest silently,
passing them up to a higher level as if they were correct. 0
can then readily detect R s use of the “Problem”arc in the
grammar, and can make appropriatecorrectiveor accepting

responses. An additional benefit is that R should not expect
any responseto the well recognized words, but shouldexpect
a confirmatory or corrective message about each potential
misrecognition.0 is thereby relieved of the need to identify
for R which word is being corrected, as 0 would have to do
if R reported each word. There is a double benefit for the
resource loading on 0: the monitoring of feedback for
incorrectwordsis eased,and 0 has less to do to correcta false
recognition.
In theGPG, thedifferentarcsmaybeinstantiatedindifferent
ways, depending on what the partners believe each other to
believe. For example, suppose that R (in any protocol, not
just word recognition)believes that the primarymessage has
provided enough information to permit a satisfactory interpretation of the primal message. R wishes 0 to move to the
node “Is it what I want” in Figure 10. If R believesthat 0 will
be sure that R did get a good message and would interpret it
properly, then no overt feedback is necessary.We call this a
“null instantiation” of the Normal Feedback arc. A second
possibility is that R believes that 0 does not know whether
R has made a good interpretation, but would trust R s
judgment in the matter. All R need do is to indicate that the
message was received. We call this a “neutral instantiation”
of the Normal Feedback arc. There are at least two other
instantiations for this arc, “informative” and “corrective”;
most arcs in the GPG have more than one instantiation.
The state transition description of the GPG is in principle
adequatefor many purposes. In its full form, there are many
more arcs than are shown in Figure 10-about 24 arcs in one
recent version, with an average of about two instantiations
for each arc. But a state transition diagram is inadequate for
real communication, in which partial interpretations are
continuouslybeing made atallprotocol levels. To handle this
situation, we must consider the models and beliefs that
underfie the state transition description of the GPG.
Belief structure of the GPG

The GPG is a descriptionof the process of communicatinga
virtual message. It is not concerned with the content or level
of abstractionof the message. Accordingly, the information
that directs the state transitions is concerned not with the
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message itself, but with the satisfactionof the partnersabout
its transmission.
We identify three propositions dealing with the message
transmission:
P1: R has made an interpretation of the message.
P2:If P1, then R’s interpretation is satisfactory.
P3:It is not worthwhile to continue trying to transmit
the message.
These three propositions are statements of fact. Facts are
unknowable,but anyoneis entitledto believe them with any
degree of certainty from strong disbelief through total ignorance to implicit faith. We assign the degree of belief that
someonehasaboutoneofthesefactsanumberfrom-1to+l.
We notate the degree of belief A holds about P as A(b,P), or
simply A(P), omitting the b because by default we are
dealing with belief. On other occasions we use a similar
notion for the strengths of goals and intentions, using g or i,
which are ordinarily not omitted in the notation.
The finalelementof notationis to divide the degreesof belief
into fivecategories,as amatterof conveniencerather forany
reason of theory: Disbelief (D), Negative belief 0,ignorance (X),weakbelief (W), and Strongbelief (S). The letters
correspond to numerical ranges that are not well specified.
Theboundariesbetweentherangesoccuratpointswhere the
behaviour of one or other partner may change.
Giventhisnotation,wecan writestatementssuchasW<A(P),
which, by convention, means that A holds at least a weak
belief in P, or S=A(b,W<B(P)),which means that A strongly
believes that B at least weakly believes P. S=A(g,W<B(P))
means rhat Aholds a stronggoal that B shouldat least weakly
believe P.
Now consider the three propositionsof the GPG. So long as
amessageisstillbeingtransmitted,each partnermustatleast
weakly believe that P3 is false:
W<O(b,-P3) & W<R(b,-P3)
Implicitin this is that at leastone of the partnersbelieves that
either P1 or P2 is false and that each has a goal that both P1
and P2 should become true.
This notation may seem a little removed from the problem of
flying an aircraft, but let us apply it to the simple matter of
adjusting the climb angle, using the joystick. We shall call
the pilot C (commander) and the aircraft A.
The design of the aircraft suggests that both A and C
“believe” that P2 is always true (in the absence of malfunction). In other words, if the pilot manipulates the stick
appropriately, the aircraft will assume the correct attitude.
But the variety of flight situationsassure that simply setting
the joystick to some condition for a faed duration will not
work. The pilot must receive feedback from the aircraftas to
its present (and perhaps predicted)attitude.This is normally
donethroughaninstrumentdisplayincunentaircraft,though
in earlier days the pilot had to look outside. We can take the
instrumentdisplay as feedback for the joystick message.
In the state transition diagram of the GFG,the behavior is
only crudelydescribed. Thepilot makes an initialadjustment
(“primary“), the plane assumes some attitude (“Normal
Feedback”), the pilot determines whether it is the desired

attitude, and if not, uses the “Edit” arc followed by “AcceptedResolution”as the plane assumes a new attitude. The
“Edit” loop is continued until the attitude is correct.
Such discretecontrolis a very poor way to handle an aircraft.
Effectivecontrol is continuous,the pilotjudging the attitude
and the rate of change of attitude, and manipulating the
joystick continuously to achieve as quickly as possible the
perception that the attitude is correct. The protocol feedback
loopand the types of message involvedare shown in Figure
11.
In terms of the belief structures,the pilot starts with a strong
belief that the aircrafthas not interpretedhis intention that it
take some particular attitude
S=C(1Pl)
The aircraft has no belief, as the word is ordinarily used in
English, since models are not built-in to most aircraft, but a
futurecomputer-controlledaircraftmight well developsome
beliefs. In fact, one might considerthat the Mulhouse A-320
crash as being due to abelief held by the aircraftthat differed
from the intentions of the pilot about the future path of the
plane. Whether or not this is the case, one can in the
formalism assert that by design, if the pilot moves the
joystick the aircraft “believes” that it holds the wrong attitude. Hence, the joystick movement leads to:
S=A(Pl& +2)
It has interpreted (and acted upon) the message (joystick
movement) but “believes” its interpretation is incorrect
because the joystick continues to be moved.

As the aircraft’s attitude approaches the desired one, the
pilots’s belief structure changes, so that strong belief in the
wrongnessof the attitude gives way to weak belief, indifference, and disbelief. At that point, thejoystick is neutralized,
so that the aircraft can now “believe”
S=A(W<C(P3))
and hence
S=A(W<C(Pl&P2)).
The aircraft “deduces”from the pilot’s cessation of moving
thejoystick that the pilot is satisfiedwith its interpretationof

.
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Figure 11.Theprotocol loopforthecontrolofaircraftattitude.
The pilot sends a continuous stream of messages by
manipulating the joystick and other controls, which are sent
by meansof whatever controlmechanismsthe aircraftprovides
(cables, hydraulics, computer-driven servos) to the
aerodynamic control surfaces. The aircraft signals the
interpretation of this message by means of changes to the
cockpit displays.
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the message, which is to say that he is satisfied with its
current attitude.
It is importantto note that the changes in belief are continuous, and occur in parallel with the actionsof both pamersthe pilot and the aircraft. It is this continuously developing
and parallel communication that cannot be handled by the
state transition description of the GPG.Neither can it be
handled by a tum-takinganalysisof dialogue.It is, however,
characteristic of most realistic communication, whether
among people or between people and their “intelligent?
machines.

Voice and belief structure
When we come to considervoice interaction,the conceptsof
“belief’and“deduction”becomemoreplausible,sincevoice
recognition equipment is normally based on probabilistic
models. The recognizer starts with some set of expectations
about the possible things the user might say, and these
expectations often include probabilities that might well be
situation-dependent. In the LP structure, the probabilities
will depend also on the momentary stateof interpretationof
the higher-level message that it supports.
Let us suppose that the higher level message is a flight plan
consistingof a set of waypoints identified by name from the
hypotheticalmap in Figure 12.Let us also suppose that the
aircraft is “intelligent” in that it has a database of locations
and some concept of what a normal flight plan might look
like. In particular, a normal flightplan does not doubleback
on itself. Now the pilot starts to enter waypoints: Astal,
Birland, Demick, Coltaine, Endow.
SupposethepilotmakesamistakeandentersDemickbefore
Coltaine.The recognizercorrectly identifies the words from
the acoustic signal. The protocol at the next level translates
these words into coordinate strings that will be entered into
the navigation system. But the Model in this protocol could
incorporate the knowledge that normal routings do not
include consecutive turns near 180”.and this knowledge
would allow it to propose that the message is possibly
incorrect. In the state transition grammar, the aircraftwould
use the “Problem”arc in Figure 10.In the belief notation,
W<A(Pl & lP2 & W<C(Pl& P2))
which indicatesadifferencebetweenits view of the correctnessof themessageandtheviewitbe1ievesthepilothas.The
result should therefore be to inform the pilot not only that it
finds the message dubious, but also in what way it finds it
dubious. Accordingly, its feedback should be to propose a
reasonablereinterpretation: “Doyou mean Birland,Coltaine,
Demick?” The pilot, of course, might have intended the
zigzagroute that was originallyentered, and could say so, by
voice.
None of the above indicates the manner in which the feedback is provided. There are some criteria that could help to
determine that; the method must alert the pilot that the
feedback exists, and it must be able to convey the information as to what the problem might be.It cannot,therefore,be
provided by a non-obvious visual display, unless the probability of error is high enough that the pilot will normally
look to see whether one had occurred.If such is the case, the

same display could support feedback from both the word
recognizerprotocol and the waypoint constructionprotocol.

Integration
The idea of “integration” is closely bound with that of
diviplexing, but the integration of voice with non-vocal
interaction between pilot and aircraft usually does not involve diviplexing at any low level. The voice usually replaces rather than supplements the non-vocal interactions,
though it could affect the interpretationthe aircraftplaces on
non-vocal actions. For example, a navigation display might
be presented on a touch-sensitive screen, and the area displayed changed under voice control.Likewise,normally the
non-vocal interactions do not supplement the voice. Each
acts essentially independently,except that they both affect
the behavior of the aircraft.
Consider the waypoint entry example illustrated in Figure
12.Supposethe plane were on the leg Coltaine-Demickand
thepilotspokeacommandsuchas “NextwaypointBirland.”
The flight situation would allow the waypoint protocol
Model to determine that this would entail a turn near 180”.
and might suggest the possibility of a misinterpretationthat
should be queried. This query would be independent of
whether any waypoints had previously been entered by
voice, but would be based on the present situation of the
aircraft.
Another way in which the different modes of interaction
relate to each other is that each imposesa load on the pilot’s
resources.Thepi1otmustbekeptawareofthelocalsituation,
and alerted to possible dangers and opportunities, but to
provide too great a flood of information would risk the pilot
ignoring importantevents. The problem of evaluatingsituation awareness and workload is a long-standing one in
psychology, and no solution is near. Nevertheless,qualitative analyses could easily assist the interface designer in
determininghow and when to provide feedback or to request
pilot action.
If a particularinteraction would benefit from joint use of the
symbolic information transmittedby voice and the continuousinformationtransmittedby controlmovements,the structure of the messages that immediatelysupportthe high-level
messagemustcontain the informationthat allowsthem to be
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Figure 12. A hypothetical map with some named waypoints.
The natural route from Startow to Endow follows the solid
arrows. Erroneously ordered input could lead to the route
shown by dashed arrows.
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recombined. For example, a map display contains labelled
entities that could well have descriptive information available in adatabase.The geographicspatialinformationis well
displayedpictorially,and the items can be selectedverbally,
but the notion of "SAM sitesnorth-eastof Demick"involves
a linkage between the verbal and the visual, through the
coordinate location of Demick, which is at once symbolic
and selected from a continuum of possible locations.
CONCLUSION
A basic principle of behavior is that purposiveactionscan be
performed only with respect to somepercept that the actions
will affect, based on sensorydata. A naturalcorollary,which
leads to PerceptualConml Theory ( P O ,is that actionsare
normally such as to make the percept closer to some desired
state. or reference percept. Behavior thus controls perception.

PCTcontainsthe conceptof anElementaryControl System,
a structure that accepts sensory input from a variety of
sources,combinesthem into a percept through some perceptual function,comparesthe perceptwith areferencetocreate
an error signal, and distributes some function of the error
signal to effectors. Both the sourcesof sensory data and the
effectors may well be themselves Elementary Control Systems at a lower level in a hierarchy, so that the reference
signalin any Elementary ControlSystem is acombinationof
the error signals from higher ones. The perceptual control
system as a whole consists of many layers of Elementary
Control Systems, the lowest ones acting directly on, or
receiving data directly from, the physical world.
The theory of Layered Protocols asserts that a similar structure describes the interactions among "intelligent" entities,
which are entitiesthat have three independences:independence of design, independence of sensing mechanism, and
independence of action. Messages are passed by means of
creating effects in the physical world, but the physical
messages represent messages of a hierarchy of levels of
abstraction.The passage of amessageat any level of abstraction uses a specific protocol, which includes a general
protocol grammar (GPG) that determinesthe kinds of feedback that are appropriate to different conditions in the
sending of the message.
The GPG can be applied to the manual control of an aircraft,
as well as to both simpleand complex voice interaction.The
problem of integratingvoice with other controlmechanisms
thus becomes partly one of determining which kinds of
message suit the symbolistcharacterof voice, and which suit
the continuous character of manual control. In aircraft, the
second issue of integration is less important: how to ensure
that a high-level message transmitted by voice and manual
control is properly reintegrated by the aircraft. Mission
situationcan be effectivein determining the interpretationof
high-level messages supported in part by voice, even when
the recognizer correctly reports words erroneously spoken
by the pilot.
Layered Protocols provides a principled framework for
describingand integratingmessagesof differentkinds,especially in complex interfaces such as the aircraft cockpit.

NOTE ADDED AFTER THE SYMPOSIUM

Graceful control of automated systems

On the first day of the workshop, several talkers made the
point that pilots had a difficult time accepting autbmated
functionsbeyondthe most simple,although they indicatedin
questionnairesthatthey wanted them. What thepilotsdidnot
want was for the automated functions to take decisions at
critical moments that they would rather take for themselves,
although the automated function could perform non-critical
duties. This problem seems to be readily addressed within
the PCT fmework.
Both the plane and the pilot are conceived as hierarchic
control systems,the plane's upper-levelreferencesbeing set
either by the designeror by the pilot. For examples,the pilot
gives the autopilota reference to keep the plane on a certain
heading at a certain altitude and with a stable attitude
regardlessof winds. Thepilotresets this referencefrom time
to time, or she might seta whole sequenceof waypointsfrom
which the plane computes references for the autopilot. In
either case, if we think of the pilot and plane as one single
hierarchic control system, the plane's chunk simply takes
over the function of performing the task of satisfying the
references provided by the pilot.
If the pilot has delegated control, the plane taking over the
particular function, the pilot tends to lose "situation awareness" in respect of that function. He could control the
function if he wanted to, but since he is not, neither is he
acquiring the sensory information that would allow him to
get the perception that he could be controlling. He may not
perceive what is going on. The pilot's re-acquisition of
situation awareness when retaking control of an automated
function is a significantproblem. To continue the autopilot
example,theautopilotisswitchedoutofthecontrolloop, and
the pilot's own lower-level control systems take over the
maintenance of heading, altitude, and attitude. One significant case in which this might happen is collision avoidance,
where situation awareness is critical.
The view of the automated functionbeing switchedin or out
oftheloopinalternationwith theequivalentpartofthepilot's
hierarchy,as in Figure 13, is almost inevitable with conven-

Figure 13. Conventional switched mode of operation of
automated functions. When the aircraft is controlling a
function, the pilot is not.
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tional approachesto the problem. But PCT offers a different
solution. Imagine that instead of a shple switch that sends
a reference signal either to part of the plane's hierarchy or to
part of the pilot's, the reference signal is sent always to both,
as in Figure 14. If the pilot is choosing not to control, the gain
in her part of the loop is zero. The gain in the aircraft's part
of the loop is adequate to maintain course against external
disturbances.

Butitispossibleforthepilottosethisgain tosomelow value
other than zero, and "shadow" the aircraftk control. The
aircraft could sense this in two ways. One way is that the
pilot'sattempts tocontrolmight setupaconflictin thelowerlevel systemsthat actually drivethe plane's control surfaces.
The result would be a persistent failure of the automated
systemto achievethe desiredpercept, if the pilot's references
differed from those of the plane. The second is that in
contrast to ordinary disturbances, the pilot's actions can be
directly sensed by the plane, as shown by the dashed arrow
in Figure 14. So long as the pilot's gain remains low, the
automated system would keep its own gain high, but as soon
as the pilot's gain increased,the plane would drop the gain of
the automated system, perhaps to zero. The pilot is, at low
gain, maintaining situation awareness, or regaining it preparatory to taking control.
There is acontinuum,as the plane's gain'decreases,between
.the plane performing the function, assisting (and perhaps
training) the pilot to perform it, and getting out of the way to
let the pilot do what she wants. There is no need for the pilot
to switch automated functions in and out; they are in by
default, but as soon as the pilot starts controlling what they
control, they gracefully get out of the way.
What the pilot can switch in or out, or alter in a continuous
way, is the sensitivityof the plane to the pilot's insistenceon
control. A novice pilot could set a high level, asking the

Figurel4. A PCT-based view of conjoint manual and
automatedcontrol. The automatedsystem maintains control
until it senses that the pilot is controllingthe "same"percept,
when it reduces its gain or even stops entirely, until the pilot
ceases attempting to control that percept. At low gain, the
automated system can assist or train a novice pilot.

plane to do what it thinks proper even though she requires it
moderately strongly to do somethingelse, whereas an expert
would want it to get out of the way as soon as she started
controlling.
Shifts of control locus need affect only a small part of the
controlhierarchy. The pilot's choice to control the course of
the plane does not indicate that he must control the positions
of individual control surfaces. And the plane can know at
what level the pilot does desire to take control. The pilot
may, for example, take quick evasiveaction (controllingthe
momentary attitude and c o m e of the plane) while leaving
the automated systems in charge of the control surfacesand
the attainmentof the waypoints that define the larger course
of the plane.
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NOTE

This paper owes much to discussions over several years
within NATO AC243 (Defence Research Group) Panel 3
Research Study Group 10on Automatic Speech Processing,
and to electronic interactions with W. T. Powers and other
participants in the Internet mailing list CSG-L.
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Discussion
QUE STION

R.M. TAYLOR

Your description of the application of perceptual control theory to the
control of the aircraft's state seems clear and useful. However, the
designer's main task in the future will ,be to help the pilot to solve
mission problems. Can you forsee any changes to perceptual control theory
that will be necessary in order to apply it to solving mission tactical
problems and pilot tactical decision-making?
REPLY
Perceptual Control Theory (Powers, 1973) has many different kinds of
abstraction - eleven at the current state of the theory, including
categories, sequences, programs, principles, among others.
Mission
problems seem related to programs and sequences, which are components of
current theory, so to that extent no changes are necessary. On the other
hand, the precise behaviour of non-linear control systems is not well
understood and neither is the behaviour of neural network meshes, which
form a part of the control network. Hence the theory is likely to provide
a framework for productive analysis and design rather than a precise
predictive model. The key point is to realise that the stabilities of
behaviour relate to the intentions of the actor and not to the actions
taken to realize those intentions.

